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It can record the most prominent findings through research,
namely:Firstly:/ The scholars differed as to determine the time in which
originated the Shiites and the Shiites and the most likely words after the
death of Prophet Othman bin Affan may Allah be pleased with him
trapped, and accompanist Kharijites a political movement as a party
supporter of Imam Ali may Allah be pleased with him.Secondly,/ that
mysticism afternoon in Alexandria, Egypt in the fourth century AH range
order was good and prohibit evil, and that the first of Sufism called Abu
Hashim Sufi T. 150 e. And he grew and crystallized in the self-image
within Islam, which is the spiritual faith of Islam, and the real secret is
essential for the Holy Qur'an.Third/: the influence of mysticism sites in
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Sudan and spread in the countries
of the whole Islamic world.Fourth/: The between-Shazly and the son of
Imam Fared great similarity in terms of the way in which depends on
repentance and devotion, and being alone and the male, and asceticism,
and self-discipline.Fifth/: Imamate when Twelver and verbal opinions
that the Imam is expected twelfth series of imams, and that was when
Twelver Jewish man named Abdullah bin Saba afternoon, and is expected
to Imam Muhammad ibnHasan al-Askari.Sixth///: Alqtabanah that are:
Great for the right of succession at all recipes and dignities of the pole,
which is the source of all knowledge of the truth and a spirit of
Muhammadiyah, and function of keeping the whole circle of the presence
of sleep and the world of corruption, and it has not for its
survival.Seventh:// six orders of the state: the largest relief of the
Patriarchs, and seven poles, and the substitutes and nujaba, and captains,
and individuals.Eighth:// the convergence between Sufism and Imami
was particularly affected with ultra-mystical philosophy, As for the
compatibility between them, they have achieved a fraction of pictures
compatibility.Ninth//: Sufism and forward them to the limits and
vulnerable link in a host of foreign influences such as Christianity,
Judaism, Persian, Greek, and other Indian religions.Tenth:// They agreed
both Sufi and Shiites in a great deal of reliance on vulnerable and
established conversations.Atheist ten\\: they adopted in the mystical
sources of Illuminationist detection and philosophy, and inspiration, and

the vision to receive basic sources of religion in their beliefs and
worship.XII// relied on the reasoning in the words of the elders and
imams as a source of receiving sources, and his status and their status in
the hearts of the followers of blind obedience, and a no-objection and
only hero work.XIII..: they agreed on the concept of state said its
jurisdiction in a particular number and sign in the front properties and the
state in many ways Kaltsrv in the universes, and suit their knowledge of
the unseen, and Asmthm, and the necessity of pleading and distress and
they do not guidance to people but imams and parents, and that they have
to explain to the people is a religion, Aktamoa that, and they are
specialists with the knowledge of the subconscious, and that the Earth is
not without them, and they know all tongues and languages.
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